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St. Andrews Parish Church, Golspie.

Grid Reference: Sheet'7 NC 83700 .3

Situation: Towards the North end of Golspie, on the A9 trunk road.

Importance: It is an A listed building, little altered since the mid eighteenth century.
Described in detail in Pevsner's Buildings of Scotland ( Highland and Islands)and summarised
as "the epitome of the Georgian Parish Kirk". It is still used for Worship.

Notes on the structure: The date of building, as the Earl of Sutherland' s Chapel, is not known, but it
is mentioned in family records of the thirteenth century. It escaped damage in the sixteenth century
religious upheavals. When the existing Parish Church at Culmaily Kirkton became ruinous, it was
abandoned / and St. Andrew/s became the Parish Church in 1619.

St. Andrew/s was in good shape in 1707/and had minor attention in 1731: repairs to the pulpit, a
new stool of repentance, an iron stand for the hourglass ( made By John Innes, the Dunrobin
gunsmith) and new dykes for the kirkyard. However, structural problems had developed by 1736.

1737-39. The Earl financed the building of a new church, in the fashionable T-shaped plan,
,partly or wholly on the existing mediaeval foundations.

1750-51. The long South wall was bulging and separating from the gables, probably due to its
having a heavier roof of slates to support instead of turf or thatch of the last building, and the
greater weight of the higher walls. Instead of the buttresses, proposed by the Session to strengthen
the South wall, Dornoch Presbytery directed that a transept be built, both to support the wall, and
also to increase the seating capacity of the Church. A new door was placed in the South wall of the
transept.
1774. A new belfry was built on the West gable. It was to house the the oldest object in the
building. It bears the inscriptiqn: Founded for the Church of Golspie Anno 1696

and refounded by Robert Maxwell Uell Anno 1728 EDR
Maxwell cast bells for the High Kirk of St. Giles at this time.
1806. A vestry was formed in the North transept by removing pews, reducing the number of seats
by 41. The walls and ceiling are thought to have been plastered at the same time, and the middle
window in the South gable was reduced in size because of the reduced height of the ceiling.
1849. The porch was built in Clynelish stone ( all other dressed stone was from Sputy) and the door
in the South transept was built up. The lintel is still visible, dated 1751.
The East and West lofts were rebuilt with a slope, and wooden interior stairs replaced the exterior
ones, and the doors were built up.
1897. Heating was installed. A boiler house was excavated under the Vestry floor, and reached by
a short stair from the vestibule at the back door.
There was talk of abandonment of the Church in 1900/ 1908/ and the early '50's. Extensive anti
woodworm treatment measures were carried out in 1953-54/ but the seating was in too advanced a
state of infestation, and was replaced by similar box pews of 18th century inspiration, designed by
George Hay, architect and authority on Scottish Churches of this period. The pews include two
Communion Pews. These are not now used as such.
1980 to date. Major works include a new roof, and there has been much masonry work done to
combat damp, specially in the high gables of the West and East of the Church. The plaster ceiling of
the Retiring Room, which, along with that of the Earl/s loft/was the only 1739 plasterwork/has been
expertly conserved by Historic Scotland.
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